GETTING AROUND QUEBEC CITY
The following sights have information that will assist you in getting around Quebec City.
http://travel.usnews.com/Quebec_City_Canada/Getting_Around/
http://www.quebecregion.com/en/plan/transportation/getting-around/#taxi
Exchange rate: $1.30 Canadian (CA) is around $1.00 US. All currency amounts shown are Canadian.
FROM THE AIRPORT: All prices Canadian
*Taxi: Rate is $3.59CA plus $1.76CA per kilometer. It is 10 kilometers to Laval University ($22CA) and 18
kilometers ($35CA) to downtown (old Quebec). You can use cash, credit cards or debit cards.
*Uber: Quebec City has Uber available and it is very convenient. Browse their website for more info.
https://www.uber.com (Ride to Laval University from airport was $21.14CA; to Hotel Concorde was
$30.97CA).
AROUND QUEBEC:
*There are 3 main roads between downtown Quebec and Laval University. Only 2 have major bus routes
between the University and downtown Quebec; Boulevard Rene’ Levesque (bus route 800 and 801) and Ch
Ste Foy (bus route 807).
*Buses: Fares are $3.25CA ($2.95CA pre-paid). $8.25CA Day passes and $28.50CA weekly passes are
available. Visit https://www.rtcquebec.ca for more bus information.
There are also special group passes available to be paid by organizer. Minimum 75 passes at $3.50/day.
Bus routes 800 and 801 run from downtown to Laval University on Boulevard Rene’ Levesque. These buses
pick up and drop off right in front of the Desjardins Center, and run every 10 to 15 minutes. It is a 20 minute
ride from downtown to the Laval University. These are the best bus routes for those staying at the Hotel
Manoir Victoria, Hotel Concorde, and Hotel Classique.



From the Hotel Manoir Victoria to the main downtown bus stop - it is a 5 block walk on Rue St Jean.
From the Hotel Concorde-it is a 4 block walk (go left 2 blocks on Grand Allee, right 2 blocks onto Rue
de Claire-Fontaine to Boulevard Rene’ Levesque, bus stop on this corner).
 From the Hotel Classique - bus routes 800 and 801 pick up right in front off on Boulevard Launier. It is
a short 5 minute ride to the Dejardins Center. The same bus also goes downtown.
 From the Hotel Universel - the Desjardins center is a 4 block walk across the campus. And Bus route
807 picks up outside the hotel on Ch Ste Foy goes to the downtown area.
There are also local buses, but I found they only run at certain hours and some do not run in the summer.
AROUND DOWNTOWN:
Walking is recommended. Streets are narrow and parking is sparse. The Old city is very compact. Visit the
sites above to find landmarks and attractions.

